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In this paper we continue the study of multiparameter spectral theory com- 
menced in our earlier paper of the same title. Here we relax the condition that 
the weight operator A, be strictly bounded away from zero. The case in which A, 
has 0 as a point of its continuous spectrum is discussed and a generalized 
eigenvector expansion and Parseval equality are obtained. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we continue our study of multiparameter spectral theory. Our 
earlier works [2, 31 contain references to the recent literature on multiparameter 
problems both in the abstract setting and in the case of linked systems of ordinary 
differential equations. 

We introduce some notation. Let Hr ,..., Hk be separable Hilbert spaces and 
H = of, H, be their tensor product. In each space H+. assume we have 
operators T, , V,., , s z l,..., k such that 

(i) T, , Vrs: H, --f H, are Hermitian (i.e., self-adjoint and continuous), 

(ii) for any choice off,. e H,. , fr # 0, Y = l,..., k we have 

where (*, *)r denotes the inner product in H, . 
Each of these operators induces an operator on the space H. The induced 

operators are denoted by Trt, V:, . For a d ecomposable tensor F'Jsf = fi @ ... @I 
fr-I 0 Vmfr Ofr+1 0 '.. Ofk. v,', is then extended to the whole space H 
by continuity and linearity. T,.t is defined similarly. 
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On H we define operators A, , A, ,..., A, by means of the formal determinantal 
expansion 

Tkt I/;+ ..’ k’:, 

where (us ,..., 0~~ are arbitrary complex numbers. This method of defining 
operators on a tensor product space is by now a standard technique in multi- 
parameter theory (see, e.g., [2, 31). The operators A, ,..., A, are Hermitian on H 
and in view of our definiteness condition (1) we have (A,f,f) 3 0 for all f~ H. 
In [2, 31 we assumed (Aof,f) > p(f,f) for all f E H where p > 0. It is our 
intent here to investigate the case in which A,, has 0 as a point of its continuous 
spectrum. We achieve this by proposing the following: 

ASSUMPTION. There exist spectral measures P,(hl,) defked for M, E B (the 
bounded Bore1 sets in W) and having values in the set of orthogonalprojections on H, 
such that 

(i) I/‘,P,(W) = P,(W) VT, , T,P,(W) H, C P,(M,) H, , yr s = 1 ,..., k 

(ii) if M = Ml x ... x Mk , where each hl,. is a bounded Bore1 subset of 
R and if P(M) = P,+(lCI,) ... Pk+(Mk), then 

where p(M) > 0 and p(M) * 0 as hl --f [wk. 

As an example of this situation let H, =L2(0, 03) (Lebesgue measure) and 
suppose we have real-valued bounded continuous functions ars(x,), 0 < x, < cc, 
Y, s = I,..., h with 1 A 1 (x) = det{arS(xr)) > 0 for x E [0, co) x ... x [0, cc) 
(k factors). Suppose also that 1 A / (x) + 0 as I/ x 1) + co. Then if we set 

( Irrsfr> (4 = d4fdxJ our initial assumptions are satisfied. In this case 
(A,f) (x) = ( A 1 (x) f (x) and the operator A, has 0 as a point of its continuous 
spectrum. For the spectral measures P, we take Pr(hf,.) fr = xIM f,. . The opera- 
tors T,. may then be chosen arbitrarily subject to condihon (i) of the 
assumption. 

The bilinear form [f, g] = (A,f, g) is an inner product on H under which H 
is not complete. H” denotes the completion of H with respect to [e, .I. The 
customary notation T* denotes the adjoint with respect to (., .) of an operator T 
densely defined in H. T# denotes the [., .] adjoint of an operator T densely 
defined in H^. The norm in HA is written 111 . II/ . 
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2. COMMUTING SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 

LEMMA 1. A,,: H + H has a unique [., .I-Hermitian extension A,: HA -+ H”. 

Proof. Let f E H. Then 

[AlIf, A,f 1 = (A,2f9 A,f) = (A% A% 

G II 4 II2 (AY2fl AY2f) = II A, II2 [f>fl. 

This establishes that A, has a [., .] continuous extension to H”. The Hermiticity 
of the extension is trivial. Note that the spectrum of A,, is a subset of the non- 
negative real axis so that the fractional powers of A, used above are well defined. 

LEMMA 2. P(M): H -+ H has a unique [*, .I-Hermitian extension P(M): 
H^ -+ H^. 

Proof. Notice that P(M) commutes with da on H and so commutes with 
functions of A,, . Let f E H. Then 

[P(M)f> WWI = W’WV~ WW) = (Ao”2P(M)f, A:‘“P(M)f) 

= (P(M) A;‘“f, P(M) A;‘2f) 

G II WW12 [f,fl, 

showing that P(M) h as an extension to HA-in fact, of the same norm. Hermi- 
ticity of the extension is trivial. 

LEMMA 3. hm,,,~ P(M) = I in the strong [*, *]-operator topology. 

Proof. Let f E HA and E > 0. Select g E H such that ]/if - g 111 < E. Then 

Ill P(M)f -f Ill d III P(M)f - P(M)g Ill + Ill PW)g - g Ill + Ill g -f Ill 
~~~+ll~olIII~~~~~-~II 
-+ 2E as M--t [wk. 

LEMMA 4. (i) P(M) H” C H; (ii) A,$?’ C H. 

Proof. (i) Let f E H” and select a sequence fn E H such that 111 f - fn /II -+ 0. 
Then P(M)f, + P(M) f in H^. Now 

Ill P(M)f, - P(M)f, Ill2 = W’W7 (fn -fd P(M) (fn -fm)) 

2 P(M) (P(M) (fn - fwz), P(M) (fn - fm)). 

This shows that P(M) fn is an H-Cauchy sequence and so has an H-limit. It 
now follows that this limit must coincide with P(M)f, and thus, P(M)f E H. 
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(ii) Let f~ HA. Then H - lim,,,r d,P(M)f = d,f. Also 

Thus A,P(M) f is an H-Cauchy sequence and so A,f E H. 
Note that A$LB(A,‘) C H + H* exists as a densely defined operator since 0 

is a point of the continuous spectrum of A,. Further, by our assumption we see 
that for f E HA, AQ(M) f E P(M) H C 5?3(A,‘). This leads us to define operators 
r 1 ,..., r, as follows: 

(i) S@(r,) = (f E HA / A;‘A,P(M) f has a [., -1 limit as II- W}; 

(ii) for f E g(I’,), r,f = [., .] limM,nk A,‘AJ(M)f. 

As in our earlier works [2, 31, it is the operators rS which form the basis of 
the multiparameter spectral theory. 

THEOREM 1. The operators r, , s = I ,..., k are [., .I-self-adjoint, i.e., 
r,+ = r, . 

Proof. Let f, g E 9(r.J. Then 

[Cf, gl = -;jzk (AsP(Wf, P(M) g) 

= ,l;+tk (P(M)f, AsPW) g) 

= ;jzk (AoP(Wf, AilAsP g) 

= [f, cgi. 

This shows that r, is [a, .I-symmetric. Now let g E g(r,#). Then for any f E H, 
P(M) f E B(I’,), SO that 

F.aM)f, ‘4 = [P(M)f, rsw, 
(AsJ’(M)f, PV)g) = (AJVW P(M) r,#g)s 

(f, A,P(M)g) = (f, A$W) rs*g). 

This holds for all f E H and all M. Thus we have 

Ad’(M) g = 43(-W rs+g> 

A;lA,P(M)g = P(M) rTg. 

Hence [., .I-lim,,,k A;‘ASp(M)g = r,#g showing that g E 9(r,) and so the 
result is established. 
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Commutativity of unbounded self-adjoint operators is defined [5, p. 2611 via 
commutativity of their spectral measures. Using the fact that r, is the strong 
limit of the operators O;‘@‘(il4) and an argument using Rellich’s theorem 
[6, p. 3691 much as in the proof of [3, Theorem 21, we need only establish the 
commutativity of the operators LI$LI$(M). To this end we may concentrate 
on the subspace P(M) H, for the operators in question vanish on its ortho- 
complement. Consider the multiparameter array of operators acting on 

Wf) H = @:=a P,(W) H, , 

Tl v,i *.* VTk 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tkt V;, a.. Gk . 

Note that our assumption guarantees that these operators carry P(M) H into 
P(M) H. On P(M) H, d, is strictly positive definite, so we may appeal to the 
theory of [2, Theorem 21 which shows that &‘dSp(M) are pair-wise commuta- 
tive. We should point out that the need for the solvability condition used in 
[2, p. 251, Section preceding Theorem 21 has recently been removed by 
Kallstrijm and Sleeman [4]. Accordingly, we may now claim 

THEOREM 2. The operators r, , s = 1, 2,..., k are pairwise commutative. 

3. MULTIPARAMETER SPECTRAL THEORY 

In previous works on multiparameter theory, an eigenvalue X = (X, ,..., hk) 
and eigenvector f = fi @ ... @ fk E H were defined as a k-tuple of (necessarily) 
real numbers and a decomposable vector 0 ff E H such that 

We adopt the same terminology and now claim 

THEOREM 3. Let h E iRk and f = fi @ a*. @ fk be an eigenvalue and corre- 
sponding eigenvector. Then f E S?(I’,), s = I,2 ,..., k and rsf = h,f. 

Proof. Appealing again to our earlier work [2], we claim 

T,P(M) + ; V;J;‘AsP(M) = 0. 
s-1 

Then we have for the eigenvalue h and eigenvector f, 

C+P(Wf - Cf + i V:&?Q(M) - U)f = 0, r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
8=1 
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We note that T,tP(ik?)f - T7tf-+ 0 as M-+ UV’ in H (and also in HA). Thus 

lim i VS,(A,‘A,P(M) - X&f = 0 
fif+Bk a=l 

in H. Now it foIlows that AQ(M) f + &A,,f in Hand so A,f = &A& A;‘AJ -: 
&f and the result is established. We have used here the fact that if A,, denotes 
the cofactor of Vi, in the expansion of A, then &, AOrtV~, - A, if t = s, 0 if 
t # S; see [l, Theorem 6.4.1, p. 1061. 

The upshot of the theorem is that an eigenvalue and decomposable eigenvector 
correspond to a simultaneous eigenvector for the operators r, ,..., r,. The 
possibility remains for r, ,..., rk to have a simultaneous eigenvector f not of the 
form f=fi@...@fkeH. 

The generalized eigenvector expansion and Parseval equality for vectors 
f E H^ is now a ready consequence of the theory of several commuting self- 
adjoint operators (see [5, pp. 270-2851) used in our previous discussion of multi- 
parameter spectral theory [3, Sect. 41. The arguments are similar and we Ieave 
the reader to supply details. Accordingly, we conclude this section with 

THEOREILZ 4. There is a spectral measure E(M) defined on the Bore1 subsets of 
W, vanishing outside the Cartesian product of the spectra of the operators r, ,..., r, , 
taking values in the set of orthogonal projections on H^ and such that for f E H^ 

(i> [f,fl = .b LW),f,fl~ 
(ii) f = JW E(dh)f, 

this integral converging in the norm of H^. 
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